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artist statement
My practice is driven by an intense fascination with the materiality of my environment including my physical body - and the vitality of the present moment. It is a way of accessing
and examining the “here” and the “now” and materializing something from that experience for
myself and others.
On contemplating the “now,” I am interested in the poetic tension between the dynamic,
bursting power of the present and the stoic, stillness of forever. I pursue this tension by working
“in the moment” as much as possible, without sketches or a specific visual goal in mind. I also
welcome serendipity into my creative practice, by pursuing and incorporating “found” or
spontaneous collaborations with people, the environment, and materials into my work.
On accessing the “here,” I am also exploring the nature of matter itself, with a particular
interest in the slippery borderlands between conventional dichotomies of material reality, e.g.,
solid v. permeable; separate v. whole; moving v. static; and present v. absent. I also think of my
practice as a way of connecting with a particular “here” or place, as I find myself, more and
more, incorporating and responding to site-specific materials and experiences in my work.
I am particularly attracted to humble, fluid and flexible materials - like earth, concrete, plaster,
rubber, raw wool, rope, and wire - materials that allow for direct handling, preserve traces of
that handling, and defy precise control. I understand my attraction to materials that can be
worked with my physical body, defy predictability, and invite imperfection and irregularity, as a
sort of resistance to the generic, impersonal perfection, mundane predictability, and
disorienting virtuality of this machine/information age.
I count a wide range of influences on my practice: from my early training in improvisational
music; to my childhood with my father on the open seas, absorbing the mysteries of wind,
water, and sail; to my undergraduate studies in archaeology and my time abroad in India,
France, and Morocco - places that helped me reconnect with a sense of the sacred in everyday
life. My recent experience living on the border of the Navajo Nation in rural New Mexico also
had an enormous impact on my practice - cultivating within me a strong connection to the
expansive stillness of the land and the raw, tumultuous forces of nature, so palpable there.
Conceptually, I am interested in the writing and thinking of the New Materialists, including Jane
Bennett, and the neo-vitalists, including Paul Virillio and Giles Deleuze. I am also interested in
how these ideas about the artificiality of categorical/binary thinking and the intertwining,
entangled nature of physical reality relate to queer theory, with a particular interest in
transgender experience and queering the normative body.

S T E E L / W O O L
excavated urban dirt, sand, water, steel mesh, leather scrap, plastidip, twine, raw wool,
limewash, oxide pigments
7 x 12 x 4” (dimensions variable)
$400

B U C K E T

T O W E R

excavated urban dirt, found palm fibers, sand, rainwater, leather scrap, steel
mesh, stuffing, asphalt shard, used sculpture wheel, 5 gallon buckets
30 x 13 x 13”

$2000

H U N G
excavated urban dirt, found palm fibers,
sand, rainwater, leather scrap,
plastidipped twine, synthetic bailing
twine, limewash, oxide pigments, &
obsolete ethernet cord
15 x 8 x 12”(dimensions variable)
$900

H U N G (detail)

B I R T H D A Y

S U I T

excavated urban dirt, found palm fibers, sand,
rainwater, leather scrap, synthetic rope, sisal,
steel mesh, limewash, oxide pigments, stuffed
with raw wool on custom plywood half pedestal
and astroturf rug
42 x 24 x 15”(excluding rug)
$4000

B I R T H D A Y

S U I T

(alternate view)

H A N G R Y
excavated urban dirt, found palm fibers, sand, rainwater, leather scrap, steel mesh,
limewash, oxide pigments
9 x 8 x 10”
$575

S H A N K
excavated urban dirt, palm fibers,
sand, water, discarded
branches, leather scrap, dyed sisal &
spray paint
36 x 15 x 12” (dimensions variable)
$750

L O V E R
excavated urban dirt, found
palm fibers, sand, rainwater,
leather scrap, steel mesh, fiber
stuffing, limewash, oxide
pigments
10 x 11 x 9”
$700

L O V E R
(alternate view)

artist bio
Ashton S. Phillips is a process and materials-driven interdisciplinary artist, working primarily in
sculpture. He recently relocated to the Los Angeles area from the high desert of Northwest
New Mexico, where he kept an active studio for the last three years and worked as a (guerilla)
expressive arts therapist. Prior to his time in New Mexico, Ashton lived and worked in
Philadelphia, PA, where he began his career as an exhibiting artist.
Ashton studied visual arts at the University of Chicago and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine
Arts in Philadelphia, PA, and is an MFA candidate in the Maryland Institute College of Art’s
Studio Art program.
Ashton keeps an active exhibition schedule, with over 40 recent shows across the United
States, including recent exhibitions at the Gallery 825 in West Hollywood, BG Gallery’s Booth at
the LA Art Show, the LA Open at TAG Gallery, SoLA Contemporary in Los Angeles, Shockboxx
Projects in Hermosa Beach, CA, Keep Contemporary in Santa Fe, NM, and the Fox Gallery at
the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore, MD.
His work is held in the permanent collection of the Museum of Encaustic Art in Santa Fe, NM,
the Santa Maria de Vid Norbertine Abbey in Albuquerque, NM, Positive Energy Solar in
Albuquerque, NM, and in private collections across the United States. Ashton’s work has also
been featured in the Santa Fe Reporter, Albuquerque – The Magazine, the Gallup
Independent, Gallup Journey Magazine, and Asymmetric Magazine.
Ashton is also frequently invited to speak about his practice. Recent public speaking
engagements include solo artist talks and moderated panel discussions at SoLA Contemporary
in Los Angeles, CA, MuralFest in Albuquerque, NM, Ghostwolf Gallery in Albuquerque, NM,
and Art123 Gallery in Gallup, NM.

